GCSE English Language Unit 3 (GEN31)
Sample on Mark pilot
Summer 2020

Background to Sampling Pilot
• CCEA has traditionally issued sample lists to centres based on
their entries. Recipients may have had to amend this list to
ensure only valid candidates as well and top/bottom were
submitted. Sample change form completed to inform CCEA.
• In 2020 Operations Modernisation is running several pilots
concerning what work is submitted by centres to CCEA, as well
as how this work is submitted.
• We are piloting a Sampling on the Mark (SotM) initiative for
GEN31 in the summer 2020 series. This means no hardcopy
instructions for the unit being issued to centres. Onscreen
sampling instructions will appear after marks are submitted.
• This pilot does not affect sampling for the January 2020 series.

Process Differences: Paper Sampling
vs Sampling on the Mark
Old Process
Registered teachers complete marks and admin for
GEN31 on the eCRS application
Hardcopy sampling instructions issued to centres on a
set date (20th April for summer 2020 series)
Lead Teacher completes submission of marks and admin
for GEN31 to CCEA
Departments select work based on paper sample list,
amending to replace absent/ineligible candidates and
adding top/bottom candidates. Sample change form
completed as necessary
Departments able to amend previously submitted marks
and re-submit until the eCRS deadline.
Centres print individual record sheets, or print and
complete cover sheets for each candidate in sample
Samples collected from centres on same day as eCRS
deadline

New Process
No Change
No hardcopy instructions issued for GEN31
Lead teacher submits in same way – but confirmed
submission will generate and display onscreen sample
This process is removed by sampling on the mark, as
the onscreen sample will automatically include a
candidate on top/bottom marks, and exclude
absent/ineligible candidates from list
After sample has been generated, centres will have to
request that their eCRS’ be re-opened to make changes
Centres can print all record sheets of sampled
candidates at once
Samples collected from centres three working days
after eCRS deadline – ensuring all centres have time to
collate samples for collection

Process Overview/Timeline
GCSE English Language Unit 3 (GEN31) – Summer 2020
Activities

Timeline

eCRS application available for summer 2020 series

Opens 20 Jan 2020 at 9am
Closes 1 May 2020 at 5pm

Onscreen sampling information within the eCRS
application

Opens 20 April 2020 at 9am
Closes 1 May 2020 at 5pm

Facility to print eCRS for sampled candidates only
– no requirement to complete sample
coversheets.

Opens 20 April 2020 at 9am
Closes 1 May 2020 at 5pm

Samples collected from centres

From 8.30am on 6 May 2020

Sampling on the Mark - Screenshots
Process of completing eCRS, Authentication and Internal
Standardisation is unchanged. Lead Teacher makes submission as
they have done in previous series.

Sampling on the Mark - Screenshots
Lead Teachers will see this updated message when completing
submission. For the GEN31 pilot in summer 2020, they should
contact Operations Modernisation if they require access to make
changes to record sheets after submission.

Sampling on the Mark - Screenshots
Following the Lead Teacher’s submission, all registered users will
see a Sampling tab appear for GEN31 in the eCRS application.

Sampling on the Mark - Screenshots
Centres completing submission before 20th April 2020 will see this
information in the Sampling tab.

Sampling on the Mark - Screenshots
From 20th April, users will see their GEN31 sampling information in the
Sampling tab. This will appear in descending mark order, covering a range of
marks and all teacher codes. Departments are required to submit the work of
all listed candidates.

Sampling on the Mark - Screenshots
Clicking the
button will allow users to create record sheet
prints for all candidates in the sample. Users should ensure they print sheets
single-sided to allow them to accompany the requested samples.

Further Information
• Exams Officers will be briefed on this pilot at forthcoming EO
Seminars;
• Ahead of the summer 2020 series, further guidance and
information will be available to registered teachers;
• During the pilot, all queries relating to Sampling on the Mark
should be directed to CCEA’s Operations Modernisation team
(Tel: 90261411 or email dmullan@ccea.org.uk /
cburns@ccea.org.uk);
• After the summer 2020 series, we will be contacting centre
users to get their views of Sampling on the Mark. Your
feedback will help to drive future enhancements.

